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Description
While real-world Optical Flow Ground Truth is sparsly available, the professorship of

digital- and circuit design (DST) is working in the field of data aquisition of movement

determination. To evaluate the accuracy of neuronal networks based optical flow deter-

mination [1], [2] a comparision to highly accurate dataset is necessary. Ground Truth

means a high accurate dataset of movement vectors. The basic idea of approaches

to optical flow can befound in [3]–[5]. The idea behind this project is to capture highly

accurate data in image sequences using an OptiTrack System1.

Figure 1: Suit with markers from OptiTrack™

The student’s work isn’t limited to this work but should at least do the following steps to

capture ground truth:

• Getting to know and calibration of the OptiTrack System, which is available at the

professorship DST

• Capture a trajectory with a suit for mody motion and image sequences, as shown

in Figure 1

• Save the markers and images to common file format (e.g. *.bvh, *.png)

• The result of the work is the position of markers in image sequences

• The corresponding Velocity Vector

1https://optitrack.com/motion-capture-movement-sciences/
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Recommended experience
• basic understanding in computer vision

• knowledge in at least one programming language (preferably Python or C++)

• basic knowledge in Blender
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